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Defaunation by humans causes a loss of large animals in many ecosystems

globally. Recent work has emphasized the consequences of downsizing in

animal communities for ecosystem functioning. However, no study so far

has integrated network theory and life-history trade-offs to mechanistically

evaluate the functional consequences of defaunation in plant–animal net-

works. Here, we simulated an avian seed-dispersal network and its

derived ecosystem function seedling recruitment to assess the relative impor-

tance of different size-related mechanisms. Specifically, we considered size

matching (between bird size and seed size) and size trade-offs, which are

driven by differences in plant or animal species abundance (negative size–

quantity relationship) as well as in recruitment probability and disperser

quality (positive size–quality relationship). Defaunation led to impover-

ished seedling communities in terms of diversity and seed size, but only if

models accounted for size matching. In addition, size trade-off in plants,

in concert with size matching, provoked rapid decays in seedling abundance

in response to defaunation. These results underscore a disproportional

importance of large animals for ecosystem functions. Downsizing in ecologi-

cal networks will have severe consequences for ecosystem functioning,

especially in interaction networks that are structured by size matching

between plants and animals.
1. Introduction
Biodiversity matters for ecosystem functioning, their causal relationship being a

central issue of ecological research over the last decades [1,2]. This is of concern

due to the ongoing and worldwide loss of biodiversity [3,4]. In particular,

defaunation, defined as the human-induced decline of both abundance and

species richness of animals [5], threatens ecosystem functions derived from

trophic interactions [6,7]. In fact, animal loss from complex networks of ecologi-

cal interactions can cause a variety of functional consequences, including

diversity decays in plant communities [8,9], trophic cascades in food webs

[10,11] and the collapse of entire ecological communities (i.e. ecological

meltdown [12]).

During defaunation, species are usually not lost randomly [13], but

depending on species traits that determine their sensitivity to disturbance

(i.e. response traits [14]). For example, large species are expected to be most

threatened by extinction [15] and are usually lost first [16]. Thus, the loss of

animal diversity is often size-structured and leads to downsizing in impoverished

communities [17]. As size also affects interspecific interactions and species’ func-

tional performance [18], accounting for size-related interaction rules in ecological

networks may strongly enhance the understanding of biodiversity effects on
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ecosystem functions of animals [2]. First, compatibility in size

(size matching) is an important determinant of the structure

of interaction networks; for instance, small predators are gener-

ally unable to feed on large prey [19], so that large consumers

tend to have more links than small consumers [18]. Thus,

defaunation may lead to a disruption of interactions, especially

for species depending on large interaction partners [17].

Second, the functional outcome of interactions will also

depend on species’ life-history trade-offs, in particular between

size and abundance (size–quantity relationship), as large

animal species usually have smaller population sizes, but

stronger effects on ecosystem functions than small species

(size–quality relationship) [20,21]. Defaunation could thus

also lead to a reduced efficiency of interactions if large species

disappear first [22]. Although some studies have related net-

work structure and functioning to size matching [23,24] or

have highlighted the functional consequences of downsizing

through the alteration of interaction networks [17], no study

yet has jointly analysed how size matching and size trade-

offs of interacting species mediate the effects of defaunation

on ecosystem functioning (but see [25,26] for conceptual

frameworks).

Here, we focus on the functional relevance of size for

interactions between plants and seed-dispersing animals.

The final ecological outcome of their interaction, seedling

recruitment, is an important component of forest regener-

ation [27] and represents a pivotal ecosystem function in

many ecosystems [16,28]. Especially in tropical forests, most

tree species depend on animals as seed dispersers [29,30].

Previous studies have shown the importance of frugivore

richness for the performance of this function [31,32] and

that frugivorous animals, especially those of large size, are

affected by defaunation [9,33]. Size matching between

plants and animals shapes the structure of seed-dispersal net-

works, as preferences of different-sized frugivores depend on

fruit and seed size [34–36]. Moreover, size trade-offs influ-

ence seed dispersal quantity and quality [37]. On the one

hand, small-seeded plants produce more seeds per unit

plant biomass [38] and small-bodied frugivores are more

abundant [39], resulting in high frequencies of small species

in seed-dispersal networks (size–quantity relationship)

[34,40]. On the other hand, size affects seed fate (i.e. seed-

to-seedling transition probabilities [41]) as large seeds usually

have higher survival probabilities after dispersal than small

seeds (size–quality relationship), especially under adverse

abiotic conditions [38,42]. Hence, plants face a trade-off

between investing in many small seeds with low recruitment

probability or few large seeds with high chances per seed

[43,44]. Furthermore, large seed dispersers may increase the

probability of seedling recruitment by moving seeds over

long distances [45,46] and may be more efficient seed disper-

sers than small animals (size–quality relationship). Because

of size matching and the size-related trade-offs of plants

and animals, the local extinction of large frugivores may

have a disproportionate effect on seedling recruitment and

forest regeneration [47].

In this study, we combine a weighted niche model of

species interactions with a simulation of animal extinction

to theoretically evaluate the role of size in mediating the

effects of defaunation on ecosystem functioning, here

measured as seedling recruitment of animal-dispersed

plants. The modelled animal and plant communities
resemble tropical communities of frugivorous birds and

fleshy-fruited plants that are characterized by many small

and a few large plant and animal species [40,48]. We specifi-

cally focused on two mechanisms potentially important for

network-mediated effects on seed dispersal in these commu-

nities: (i) size matching between plants and animals, and (ii)

size trade-offs in plants and animals related to quantitative

and qualitative effects on seedling recruitment. We hypoth-

esized that both mechanisms (i.e. size matching and size

trade-offs) mediate the effect of defaunation on seedling

recruitment. Our model demonstrates that size matching

between plants and animals in ecological networks is the cru-

cial mechanism driving defaunation effects on ecosystem

functioning, although in some cases this depends on the

existence of size trade-offs in plants.
2. Material and methods
(a) Overall approach
In order to predict the size-mediated effect of defaunation on

ecosystem functioning, we followed a general framework

(figure 1; see also [25]), considering species size matching and

size trade-offs of a community of fleshy-fruited plants and

avian seed dispersers. Zoochory by frugivorous birds is impor-

tant to maintain the structure and diversity of plant

communities, especially in tropical forests [29,49], where birds

disperse up to 75% of plant species [33]. For each of six scenarios

(see below), we simulated a generic seed-dispersal network

emerging from a mechanistic model, which avoids possible

sampling effects, and informed this model with the trait distri-

butions from empirical tropical bird and plant communities

that are dominated by many species of small and moderate

size [40,48]. Size effects entered the model in several steps:

first, species interacted according to size-related or neutral inter-

action rules (i.e. size matching versus no size matching), leading

to different structure of the network (figure 1c,d; electronic sup-

plementary material, appendix S1). With neutral interactions,

only species abundances structured the network. Second, we

assumed two sources by which species life-history trade-offs of

plants and frugivores could affect the functional outcome of

plant–frugivore interactions. Plant and bird size determined

species’ abundance, and thus their total interaction frequencies

(size–quantity relationship, figure 1a,b). Moreover, we assumed

a relationship between size and seed fate imposed by plants

(i.e. large seeds survive better than small seeds [38,50]) and/or

by birds (i.e. large birds disperse seeds over longer distances

[51] and promote higher seed survival than small birds [52])

(figure 1e,f ). Size–quantity and size–quality relationships

together constituted potential size trade-offs for both plants

and birds.

We considered eight different scenarios: size matching versus

no size matching, crossed with size trade-off in plants only, birds

only, both or none. For simplicity, we do not present the trade-

off scenarios ‘plants only’ and ‘birds only’ for scenarios without

size matching as these did not differ from the other neutral scen-

arios; this reduces the potential eight scenarios to six. For each

scenario, we compared the decay of ecosystem functioning

between a random and a deterministic (size-dependent) sequence

of bird species extinction from the ecological network. With this

model, we demonstrate how the effect of defaunation on seedling

recruitment is influenced by the different size-related mechanisms.

All analyses and simulations were performed using R v. 3.1.2 [53]

and the analysis code can be found in electronic supplementary

material, appendix S3 (and is accessible online at https://github.

com/JochenFruend/Defaunation_SeedDispersalWebs).
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Figure 1. Flow diagram representing the different analytical steps to estimate seedling recruitment from seed-dispersal networks. Size – quantity relationships (i.e. a higher
interaction frequency of small compared to large species) were considered for both (a) plant and (b) bird communities. (c) Size matching was derived from a right-skewed
niche shape of trait matching as a function of trait distances between species (bird – seed size). (d ) An example of a seed-dispersal network (subset of six plant (green)
and seven bird (blue) species) structured by size trade-offs and size matching; species are ordered by decreasing size and increasing interaction frequencies. To quantify
seedling recruitment from seed-dispersal networks, size – quality relationships were considered for both (e) plant and (f ) bird species. (g) By multiplying realized interaction
frequencies with the product of bird and seed quality values, we computed the abundance, diversity and mean seed size of the resulting seedling communities. We
quantified the effect of size matching and the respective size trade-offs by disabling the respective mechanism in the model.
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(b) Plant and animal communities
We considered starting communities composed of 50 species of

plants (i) and 60 species of birds ( j ), respectively. This is similar
to the ratio and magnitude found for empirical seed-dispersal

networks from the tropics (e.g. [40,54]). For the sake of simplicity,

our model only focused on size, represented by a single variable

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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for plants and birds, respectively. Hence, to create species trait

values (vectors x for plants, y for birds), we constructed an ideal-

ized lognormal distribution from equidistant quantiles [55],

resulting in communities with many small and a few large

species. Trait distributions match the empirical distributions of

fruit volume and bird body mass presented in [40], with m ¼

1.86 and s ¼ 0.63 (mean and s.d. on log-scale) for the plant com-

munity and m ¼ 1.18 and s ¼ 0.36 for the bird community. Trait

variation among species was large (e.g. ranging from 0.2 to 29 cm

in fruit length for plants and from 7 to 1400 g for birds), so that

minor variation of traits within species was not relevant [56].

Note that trait matching in this kind of interaction is usually

based on fruit size (diameter) and bird gape width (e.g. [35]),

whereas recruitment success and bird movement are related to

seed size and avian body mass, respectively [57,58]. Since fruit

size and seed size [59], as well as avian gape width and body

mass [60], are positively correlated, using a single size variable

for each group (seed size, bird size) is reasonable for our model.
4:20162664
(c) Size – quantity relationships
Once trait values were defined for plant and bird species, we cal-

culated overall expected interaction frequencies for each species.

For this purpose, we considered a negative relationship between

a species’s size and its expected interaction frequency [34,38,39].

For plants, we assumed the relationship

fi ¼
1

xi
, ð2:1Þ

where xi represents the seed size value for plant i and fi
represents the expected plant interaction frequency (figure 1a).

In the case of birds, we assumed undercompensation (i.e.

interaction frequency decreases less rapidly than bird size

increases) as larger species tend to consume more fruits per indi-

vidual [61]. Thus, expected bird species interaction frequencies

followed the relationship

gj ¼
1

yj

� �
þ b, ð2:2Þ

with yj representing the bird size value for bird j, gj representing

the expected bird interaction frequency and b being an undercom-

pensation parameter, set to 10% of the maximum value of 1/y
(figure 1b). Results were essentially the same for other values of

b (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2).
(d) Size matching in seed-dispersal networks
The occurrence of species interactions will depend on species pre-

ferences (based on the matching between sizes of plant and bird

species, i.e. xi and yj from the previous section, figure 1c). There-

fore, to generate seed-dispersal networks (figure 1d) based on a

size matching rule, we used a quantitative niche model modified

from Fründ et al. [55] to first calculate species’ preference matrices.

Thus, the preference of bird species j for a certain plant species i
(Pi,j) was determined as a function of the pairwise difference in

trait values between bird and plant species as follows:

Pi,j ¼
eð�ðlogðsðyj � xiÞþe�1ÞÞ2=2Þffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

ðsðyj � xiÞ þ e�1Þ
: ð2:3Þ

This represents a right-skewed niche shape, where yj and xi

are bird size and seed size, respectively, and parameter s controls

the degree of specialization (figure 1c). The standard lognormal

distribution (with m ¼ 0 and s ¼ 1) has its mode at e21, which

we shifted to a mode at yj 2 xi ¼ 0 to achieve a skewed trait

matching function that is maximized for perfect matching. We

calculated Pi,j using the R function dlnorm() as follows:

dlnormðsðyj � xiÞ þ e�1Þ, ð2:4Þ
which gives the density and returns zero for all cases with s(yj 2 xi)

þ e21 � 0. All Pi,j were set to 1 for the scenarios without size match-

ing. Parameter s was set to 10 for the size-matching scenarios,

generating size-structured networks. We selected a right-skewed

shape to account for the fact that negative size matching (bird ,

seed) renders interactions impossible (‘forbidden links’ sensu
[62]), whereas positive size matching (bird . seed) only makes

interactions less likely. This function phenomenologically describes

the asymmetry in size matching between plants and birds in real-

world seed-dispersal networks [50]. Results were qualitatively

identical for varying degrees of specialization (parameter s).
Using a symmetric (Gaussian) niche shape instead of the skewed

trait matching function also produced similar results, except for a

lower sensitivity of seedling diversity to the loss of large frugivores

(see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2).

In our model, birds choose among plants depending on

plant frequency and size-dependent preferences. For each bird

j, its per-visit interaction probability M0i,j with plant i was

calculated as

M0
i,j ¼

fiPi,jP
i fiPi,j

, ð2:5Þ

where ( fi) represents interaction frequency of plant i and Pi,j the

size-dependent preference of bird j. As we modelled interactions

as a bird’s choice among plants, realized bird frequencies were

fixed to their expected interaction frequencies (gj), whereas realized

plant frequencies could vary depending on bird preferences

(i.e. how ‘popular’ a plant species was with the given set of

birds). The output Mi,j ¼ gj . M0i,j represents a weighted network

matrix (with continuous values that sum to gj for each bird species

j). For each matrix, we computed complementary specialization (H2
0),

a metric ranging from 0 (no specialization) to 1 (complete specializ-

ation), and weighted connectance (i.e. linkage density divided by the

number of species in the network), using the R package bipartite
v. 2.05 [63]. As expected, H2

0 values of our modelled networks

were equal to 0 for scenarios without size matching and ranged

between 0.16 and 0.24 for the scenarios with size matching. Like-

wise, values of weighted connectance were greater than 0.45 for

scenarios without size matching, and less than 0.3 for those consid-

ering size matching. This illustrates that networks accounting for

size matching were less connected and exhibited a higher degree

of niche partitioning than networks in the neutral scenarios,

where abundance was the only driver of structure.

(e) Size – quality relationships
We assumed a positive relationship between seed and bird size

and seed fates (i.e. seed-to-seedling transition probabilities)

[38,45,50], and constructed mathematical functions that caused

balanced trade-offs. That is, effects of size on quantity were

expected to cancel out effects on quality (i.e. the net effect of size

on seedling recruitment would be neutral without accounting for

network complexity). The relationship between size and seed

fate reflects abiotic and biotic processes that affect seedling recruit-

ment, and relates to environmental filtering of large seeds under

certain conditions [42,50], as well as to biotic processes, such as

predation or intra-specific competition, that vary in response to

dispersal distance [29,52,64]. Seed fate depending on plant traits

was calculated as

qi ¼
xi

jxj , ð2:6Þ

where xi represents the seed size value for plant i, qi corresponds to

the seed fate component imposed by the plant and jxj is the mean

of all xi (figure 1e).

For birds, the balancing effect was achieved with a

Michaelis–Menten function:

r0j ¼
yj

1þ byj
ð2:7Þ

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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and

rj ¼
r0j
jr0j , ð2:8Þ

where yj represents the bird size value for bird j, b is the under-

compensation parameter in equation (2.2), rj corresponds to the

seed fate imposed by the bird, which was derived from raw

values r0j scaled by their mean jr0j (figure 1f ).

For the scenarios without trade-offs, fi and qi (for plants) or gj

and rj (for birds) were set to a value of 1.

( f ) Seedling recruitment
For the six scenarios, we transformed seed dispersal matrices into

seedling recruitment by accounting for species-specific seed fates

depending on size. Specifically, we multiplied realized inter-

action frequencies with the product of bird and plant quality

values (seed fate components) to obtain the abundance of seed-

lings of each plant attributed to each seed dispersal agent,

from which we calculated the total seedling abundance per

plant species:

Ri ¼
X

j

ðMi,jqirjÞ: ð2:9Þ

From vector Ri across plants, we finally calculated three

different dimensions of seedling recruitment across the entire

plant community: (i) abundance or total number of seedlings, esti-

mated as the sum of Ri across plant species; (ii) diversity of

seedlings, defined as the Shannon index (H ) of seedling com-

munity Ri; and (iii) mean seed size of the seeds that were finally

recruited, calculated as the community weighted mean

(xi weighted by Ri). These three variables represent complemen-

tary aspects of seedling recruitment, in terms of the number of

individuals, the distribution of individuals among species

(reflecting their degree of dominance or evenness) and a charac-

terization of the recruited community based on a species trait.

Thus, we could explore if different dimensions of seedling

recruitment vary in their response to defaunation.

(g) Defaunation scenarios
We evaluated changes in functional decay of seedling recruit-

ment, comparing between a scenario representing a random

sequence of seed disperser extinction (mean of 10 000 random

sequences) and another scenario representing a deterministic

extinction sequence based on bird species’ size (i.e. removing

bird species from the largest to the smallest one; size-structured

defaunation). For all scenarios, we calculated the three dimen-

sions of seedling recruitment corresponding to each value of

bird richness. We assumed there was no density compensa-

tion (i.e. the abundance of remaining seed dispersers did

not change after extinctions), as it remains questionable for

real-world communities [65,66]. We scaled each extinction

sequence relative to the starting value, which allowed us to

analyse relative changes and to easily compare the shapes of

the functional decay between scenarios as well as between

dimensions of seedling recruitment.

(h) Sensitivity to choice of parameter values
We explored how variability in the parameters selected for the

trait-matching function and the undercompensation function

(in the case of bird species) impacted our results. We thus

repeated the same simulations with different values for the

specialization parameter (s ¼ 2 and s ¼ 50, representing low

and extremely high specialization, respectively) and the under-

compensation parameter b (b ¼ 0 and b ¼ 50% of the

maximum value of 1/yj, representing no and high degrees of

undercompensation, respectively). Results were robust to the
choice of parameters s and b (see electronic supplementary

material, appendix S2).
3. Results
(a) Size-matching effect on seedling recruitment
Size-structured defaunation of avian frugivores led to decays

in seedling recruitment, but these defaunation effects differed

among scenarios and different dimensions of seedling

recruitment (figures 2–4). Defaunation effects on seedling

abundance were independent of size matching between

plants and birds, particularly in scenarios that did not

account for size trade-offs in plants (figure 2). By contrast,

defaunation effects on seedling diversity (figure 3) and

mean seed size (figure 4) consistently depended on size

matching. In scenarios with size matching, seedling diversity

declined weakly when bird species were lost, especially

under random extinction, but declined sharply after about

80% of bird species were removed (figure 3). The mean

seed size rapidly decayed in response to size-structured

defaunation and followed a sigmoidal functional decay

curve. By contrast, the mean seed size hardly changed

under random extinction. Hence, the reduction in seed size

along the extinction sequence was driven by the interactive

effects between size-structured defaunation and size

matching between plants and birds (figure 4).

(b) Size trade-offs effect on seedling recruitment
The effect of size-structured defaunation on seedling diver-

sity was hardly influenced by size trade-offs in plants and

birds that account for the notion that large size corresponds

to low frequency, but high recruitment probability in seed-

dispersal systems (figure 3). However, the size trade-off in

plants slightly amplified the functional decay of mean seed

size in response to bird extinction (figure 4). By contrast,

the functional decay of seedling abundance was notably

changed by the size trade-off in plants (figure 2). Seedling

abundance declined linearly along extinction sequences in

most scenarios, both with and without size matching and

for both random and size-structured defaunation. However,

when size matching acted together with size trade-offs

in plants, seedling abundance declined faster than linear,

following a negative exponential curve in response to

size-structured defaunation (figure 2).
4. Discussion
Here, we have illustrated how size-related mechanisms con-

dition the effect of defaunation on ecosystem functioning.

We simulated how size matching and size trade-offs in

plants and animals mediate the consequences of animal

loss from seed-dispersal networks on seedling recruitment.

Overall, we found that effects of defaunation on seedling

recruitment occurred only if size matching structured the

interaction networks. Size trade-off in plants exacerba-

ted these effects in the case of seedling abundance. Our

results demonstrate a disproportionate importance of large

frugivores. Thus, size matching and, to a lesser extent,

size trade-off in plants mediated defaunation effects on

ecosystem functioning.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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and positive size – quality relationships). In the case of no size matching (a), scenarios with trade-offs only for plants or only for birds showed identical results and
are not shown. In all cases, values on the y-axis were scaled to a starting value of 1 to facilitate comparisons among scenarios.
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Figure 3. Defaunation effects on seedling diversity under different scenarios of size matching and size trade-offs. We compared consequences of size-structured bird
extinction (red line; defaunation) and random extinction (black dashed line, with grey areas representing the confidence intervals). Model scenarios were defined as
explained in figure 2.
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(a) Size matching is crucial for defaunation effects on
seedling recruitment

Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that the functional

decay in response to size-structured defaunation depends on

size matching between species. Hence, defaunation effects

on seedling recruitment depend on the interacting effects
between size as response and matching trait in seed-dispersal

networks [50,54]. Our results imply that in communities

where all frugivores may consume all plant species, no

effect of frugivore loss on seedling diversity and mean

seed size would be expected until complete defaunation.

However, this is an unlikely scenario, as trait matching

is a general phenomenon in ecological networks [67,68].

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 4. Defaunation effects on mean seed size of recruited seedlings under different scenarios of size matching and size trade-offs. We compared consequences of
size-structured bird extinction (red line; defaunation) and random extinction (black dashed line; grey areas representing the confidence intervals, which extend to
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Although matching traits could also relate to other types of

traits, such as the spatial or phenological matching between

plant and animal species [69], size-related traits are generally

most important for the matching between plants and animals

in these types of interactions [34,35].

Seedling diversity gradually declined along both random

extinction and defaunation sequences. Functional redun-

dancy among frugivore species was especially pronounced

under a random extinction sequence. Functional redundancy

could thus buffer seedling diversity against frugivore loss,

leading to a saturating biodiversity–ecosystem functioning

relationship [25]. Redundancy can be explained by the rela-

tively low values of complementary specialization (H2
0) in

the modelled networks that account for the size matching

between plants and birds. Since most empirical seed-dispersal

networks are indeed rather generalized [25,70], seedling

diversity may often be relatively unaffected by moderate

levels of defaunation. The dominance of small-seeded plant

species in the modelled and in empirical plant communities

[35] further contributes to this effect because small-seeded

plants can be dispersed by both big and small frugivores [36].

Different from seedling diversity, the decay of mean

seed size was sigmoidal (i.e. seed size declined rapidly

already at the beginning of the size-structured defaunation

sequence). Hence, the extinction of large bird species had a

disproportionate impact on this dimension of seedling

recruitment, as large-seeded plant species remained

undispersed after the loss of large frugivores. The dispro-

portionate functional role of large frugivores has been

demonstrated in empirical studies of large-seeded plants

[35]. The loss of large frugivores can result in functional

collapse [71] and rapid evolutionary change [27] in such com-

munities. In our simulations, downsizing of animal

communities imposed a quick downsizing in the recruiting

plant community. Such linked responses between plant and
animal communities may also amplify effects of downsizing

in other types of ecological systems [72].

(b) Size trade-offs can modify defaunation effects on
seedling recruitment

Defaunation effects on seedling abundance were strongest if a

size trade-off in plants was combined with size matching

between plants and animals. Under random extinction, seed-

ling abundance declined proportionally to the number of lost

frugivore species. This is expected for biodiversity–ecosystem

functioning relationships if species loss is not followed by

density compensation [25]. A linear decay of function was

also found for most scenarios with size-structured defauna-

tion because balanced trade-offs led to the same expected

number of recruited seedlings per dispersing animal species.

Similarly, size matching between plants and birds had no

influence on seedling abundance in scenarios without

trade-off in plants because the identity of dispersed plant

species did not matter for seedling abundance. However, if

a trade-off in plants coincided with size matching, seedling

abundance decayed more rapidly in response to size-structured

defaunation. Similar nonlinear, accelerating decays have

been predicted for biodiversity–ecosystem functioning

relationships when there is a positive correlation between

response and effect traits in the species providing the function

[21,25]. Here, a related effect occurred because of a novel

mechanism that increased the contribution of large

frugivores to seedling abundance.

Given both size trade-off in plants and size matching

between plants and animals, large frugivores contributed dis-

proportionately to the recruiting seedling community.

Although the number of dispersed seeds per bird species

was fixed in the scenario without size trade-off in birds,

large frugivores contributed more to seedling recruitment

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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than small frugivores, if (i) large seeds had a higher recruit-

ment probability than small seeds and if (ii) large seeds

could only be dispersed by large frugivores. Therefore, in

this scenario, a higher number of recruited seedlings traces

back to large than to small frugivores. Consequently,

although the size of the seed pool declines linearly with

defaunation, the loss of large frugivores leads to a dispropor-

tionate loss of large seeds with a high recruitment

probability. With increasing dominance of small frugivores,

small seeds dominate the seed pool and their low recruitment

probability leads to a disproportionate decline of seedling

abundance. The effect of size trade-offs in plants should

thus be considered for estimating the consequences of the

extirpation of large seed dispersers. If size matching operates

together with size trade-off in plants, vegetation dynamics

might be more sensitive to the loss of a few large frugivores

than if mechanisms structuring the network are independent

of seed size. In particular, applications primarily interested

in the number of recruits (e.g. reforestation) should pay atten-

tion to interactive effects of different size-related mechanisms.

Moreover, the mechanism that large frugivores have a higher

dispersal efficiency than small frugivores not due to their

own effect traits (e.g. because they disperse seeds over

longer distances [45]) but because they disperse seeds that

are more valuable for the aggregate function can be used to

formulate novel hypotheses also for other ecosystem func-

tions. For example, it may apply to other functions derived

from trophic relationships, such as pollination [68] or detritus

cycling [73], where both size matching and size-related trade-

offs of the interacting partners have been found to operate.

Overall, size trade-offs in plants and birds were less

important than size matching for conditioning defaunation

effects on seedling recruitment. Here, we simulated scenarios

where size trade-offs in birds and plants were fully balanced

(i.e. different life-history strategies were equivalent since

quantitative and qualitative effects of size on seedling recruit-

ment cancelled each other out). Although this is a reasonable

and conservative approach [74], real-world communities may

deviate from balanced trade-offs [37,41]. For instance, seed

size may increase in importance in environments where

large-seeded plant species have a higher recruitment prob-

ability than small-seeded plant species, such as in dense

forests [42,58]. Similarly, large size of seed dispersers and

long-distance seed dispersal may be especially advantageous

if biotic processes related to density- and distance-dependent

mortality of offspring prevail [52,64]. Under such conditions,
size trade-offs are expected to influence defaunation effects

on seedling recruitment and forest regeneration most

strongly. If the increase in functional quality with size is

stronger than the decrease in abundance (e.g. [61]), we

would expect that large animals have even stronger dispro-

portionate effects on ecosystem functions than small animals.
5. Conclusion
Here, we shed light on the mechanisms underpinning the

effects of animal downsizing on ecosystem functioning.

Namely, we identify size matching in ecological networks

as the crucial mechanism mediating defaunation effects on

ecosystem functions by animals, such as seed dispersal and

subsequent seedling recruitment. By combining a niche

model of species interactions with simulations of species’

extinction, we demonstrate how a disproportionate impor-

tance of large animals for seedling recruitment follows from

different size-related mechanisms. In particular, the subtle

interplay between size matching and size trade-offs in

plants highlights that defaunation will have severe and

unforeseen consequences for coupled plant and animal

communities, and their pivotal ecosystem functions.
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